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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the project manager fro the large children's toy manufacturer. You have been asked to
manufacture the latest craze in "Dancing Widgets" for upcoming Christmas season. You've
been informed that the company needs at least one month lead time in order to have Widgets
on retailer's shelves for Christmas season. Hence, based on the current sales forecast you've
been asked to deliver 100,000 units by November 1st at the least. However four months into the
project you've noticed that the project has become 6 weeks BEHIND schedule. Since missing
the deadline in unacceptable you've hired twenty additional contingent workers to get the
project on track. This is an example of which type of following?
A. Crashing the schedule
B. Scope creep
C. Inadequate project planning
D. Fast tacking
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A network administrator views the configuration files on an ArubaOS switch and sees the
output in the exhibit. The administrator enters this command:
Switch# boot system flash primary config config2
After the switch boots, the administrator makes some configuration changes and saves the
configuration with the write memory command. The administrator then enters this command:
Switch# boot
After the switch boots, the configuration changes just made are not present.
How can the administrator restore the configuration with the changes?
A. Reboot the switch and interrupt the boot process. Find the temporary file with the
configuration changes and apply that file to the startup-config.

B. Rename the config2 file to config1. Then reboot the switch.
C. Use the startup-default command to configure the switch to use the config2 file with the
primary software. Then reboot the switch.
D. Use the boot set-default command to configure the switch to use the secondary software.
Then reboot the switch.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are designing a SharePoint 2010 application that includes a Task list. You have the
following
requirements:
*For each task, allow users to specify one of three values for an item named Phase using a
drop-down menu.
.Allow contributors to add new values for the Phase item. You need to design this application
without using custom code. Which approach should you recommend?
A. Create a Lookup field type on the Task list that gets values from a custom list.
B. Create a Single line of text field type on the Task list.
C. Create a Multiple lines of text field type on the Task list.
D. Create a Choice field type on the Task list that gets values from a custom list.
Answer: A
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